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Abstract
Howdo thelaminar circuits of visualcortical areasVI andV2 implementcontext-sensitivebinding processessuchas perceptualgrouping
and attention,and how do thesecircuits developand learn in a stable way? Recentneuralmodels clarify how preattentiveand attentive
perceptualmechanismsare intimatelylinked within the laminarcircuits of visual cortex,notably how bottom-up,top-down,and horizontal
corticalconnectionsinteractwithin the cortical layers.Theselaminarcircuits allowtheresponsesof visual corticalneuronsto be influenced,
not only by the stimuli within theirclassicalreceptivefields,butalso by stimuli in the extra-classicalsurround.Suchcontext-sensitivevisual
processingcan greatlyenhancethe analysisof visual scenes,especiallythosecontainingtargetsthat are low contrast,partially occluded,or
crowded by distractors.Attentional enhancementcan selectivelypropagatealong groupings of both real and illusory contours,thereby
showing how attentioncan selectivelyenhanceobjectrepresentations.
Recentmodelsexplain how attentionmayhavea strongerfacilitatory
effecton low contrastthan on high contraststimuli,and howpop-outfrom orientationcontrastmayoccur.The specificfunctionalroles which
the modelproposesfor the cortical layers allow severaltestableneurophysiological
predictionsto be made.Model mechanismsclarify how
intracortical and intercortical feedbackhelp to stabilizecortical developmentand learning. Although feedbackplays a key role, fast
feedforwardprocessingis possible in responseto unambiguousinformation. Model circuits are capable of synchronizingquickly, but
context-sensitivepersistenceof previouseventscaninfluence how synchronydevelops.@ 2001 ElsevierScienceLtd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The cerebralcortex is the seatof the highestforms of
biological intelligence in all sensory and cognitive
modalities. It also exhibits a characteristicorganization
into six distinct cortical layers [7,66]. Characteristicsof
theselayershave beeninvaluablefor classifyingneocortex
into more than 50 divisions, or areas,to which distinct
functions have beenattributed.Why the cortexhas sucha
laminar organization for the control of behavior has,
however, remained a mystery until recently. Succinctly
put: How doeslaminar computingcontributeto biological
intelligence?
A number of cortical models have recently beenproposed [19,62,89,90,94,99]to simulate aspectsof cortical
dynamics, but have not articulated explicitly why cortex
has a laminar architecture.One neural model, called the
LAMINART model,has recentlyproposedclear functional
roles for these layers for purposesof visual perception
[38,48,51].Thesefunctionalrolesalsoappearto be generalizable to otherforms of sensoryand cognitiveprocessing.
This model suggestshow bottom-up, top-down, and
horizontal interactions within the cortical layers generate
adaptive behaviors. In particular, it proposeshow these
interactionshelpthe visual cortexto realize: (1) the binding
processwherebycortexgroupsdistributeddatainto coherent object representations;(2) the attentional process
wherebycortex selectivelyprocessesimportanteventsand
(3) the developmentaland learning processeswhereby
cortex shapesits circuits to match environmentalconstraints.One of the model's remarkableconclusionsis that
the mechanismswhich achieveproperty (3) imply properties (1) and (2). That is, constraintswhich control stable
cortical self-organizationin the infant strongly constrain
properties of learning, perception,and attention in the
adult. A close study of the model also suggeststhat the
mechanismswherebyhorizontal connectionsdevelopand
learn to perform perceptual groupings in visual cortex
may, suitably specialized,be usedto carry out a rangeof
other associativelearningtasks in different corticalareas.

2. Perceptual grouping and attention
During visual perception,the visual cortexcan generate
perceptualgroupingsand can focus attentionuponobjects
of interest.Perceptualgroupingis the processwherebythe
brain organizesimage contrastsinto emergentboundary
structuresthat segregateobjects and their backgroundsin
responseto texture,shadingand depthcues in scenesand
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images.Perceptualgrouping is a basic step in solving the
'binding problem', whereby spatially distributed features
are bound into representationsof objectsand eventsin the
world. Vivid perceptual groupings, such as illusory
contours,canform overimagepositionsthat do not receive
contrastive bottom-up inputs from an image or scene.
Perceptualgroupingscan form preattentivelyand automatically, without requiringthe consciousattentionof a viewing
subject[69].
Attentionenableshumansand otheranimalsto selectively
processinformationthatis of interestto them. In contrastto
perceptual grouping, top-down attention does not form
visible perceptsover positions that receive no bottom-up
inputs. Attention can modulate, sensitize, or prime, an
observerto expectan object to occur at a given location,
or with particular stimulus properties [20,78]. But were
attention,by itself, able to routinely generatefully formed
perceptualrepresentationsat positions that did not receive
bottom-up inputs, then we could not tell the difference
betweenexternalreality and internal fantasy.
Despite the fact that perceptual grouping and
attention make opposite requirements on bottom-up
inputs, recent data have shown that both perceptual
grouping and attention can simultaneouslyoccur within
the same circuits of the visual cortex, notably cortical
areasV 1 and V2. In fact, both processesact to enhance
weak stimuli, but may have a neutral or even suppressive effect on stimuli that are already strong. Both
processesalso act to suppress rival stimuli. Finally,
although groupings may arise preattentively, attentional
task demands can influence which of several possible
alternative groupings actually form. These groupings,
in turn, can affect attentional phenomena such as illusory conjunctions or reaction times in visual search
tasks. It has also been shown that attentional enhancement can propagate along both real and illusory
contours; see Refs. [38,48] for reviews of these
phenomena.
How is it possible for grouping and attentionto be so
intimately interact, yet to also obey such different
constraints? In particular, how does cortical circuitry
form perceptualgroupings that can complete a boundary
grouping over locations which receive no bottom-up
visual inputs, whereastop-down attention cannot do so?
Why should attention be deployed throughoutthe visual
cortex, including cortical areas which previously were
thoughtto accomplishpurely preattentiveprocessing?An
answercanbe found by exploringthe link betweenattention
and learning, and using this link to further constrainthe
model.
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3. Attentionand learning
Earlier modeling work has suggested that top-down
attention is a key mechanism whereby the brain solves the
stability-plasticity dilemma [39]. The stability-plasticity
dilemma concerns that fact that our brains can rapidly
learn throughout life, without just as rapidly forgetting
what they already know. Brains are plastic and can rapidly
learn new experiences, without losing the stability that
prevents catastrophic forgetting. How are such attentive
processes realized within neocortex in order to stabilize its
learning through time?
An improper solution to this problem could easily lead to
an infinite regress. This is true becauseperceptual groupings
can form preattentively, and provide the substrate upon
which higher-level attentional processes can act. How can
the preattentive grouping mechanisms develop in a stable
way, before higher-order attentional processescan develop
with which to stabilize them? How does the brain prevent an
infinite regress; namely, how can you use attentional topdown mechanisms to stabilize the formation of preattentive
horizontal grouping circuits, if these attentional mechanisms cannot develop until the preattentive grouping
mechanisms do? This is called the attention-preattention
interface problem because the laminar cortical circuits
enable preattentive grouping to use some of the same circuitry that attention uses, even before attentive mechanisms
may come into play, in order to stabilize their own cortical
development and learning.
The solution proposed herein to the attentionpreattention interface problem builds upon earlier efforts
to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma. Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART, proposed a solution of how attention
solves the stability-plasticity dilemma by modeling how
bottom-up signals activate top-down expectations whose
signals are matched against bottom-up data. Both the
bottom-up and top-down pathways contain adaptive
weights, or long-term memory traces, that may be modified
by experience. The learned top-down expectations 'focus
attention' upon information that matchesthem. They select,
synchronize, and amplify the activities of cells within the
attentional focus, while suppressing the activities of irrelevant cells, which could otherwise be incorporated into
previously learned memories and thereby destabilize
them. The cell activities which survive such top-down attentional focusing rapidly reactivate bottom-up pathways,
thereby generating a type of feedback resonance between
bottom-up and top-down signal exchanges. Such resonances
rapidly bind and synchronize distributed information at
multiple levels of brain processing into context-sensitive
representations of objects and events. These resonances
are proposed to support slower processes of learning;
hence the name adaptive resonance. ART analyses have
shown how learning in feedforward networks can easily
lead to catastrophic forgetting in response to a changing
world, and how learned top-down expectations that focus
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attentioncan stabilizelearningif it satisfiesfour properties
[13], which togetherare called the ART MatchingRule.
3.1. Bottom-upautomaticactivation
A cell, or cell population,can becomeactive enoughto
generateoutputsignalsif it receivesa large enoughbottomup input. Suchan input can drive the cell to supraliminal
levels of activation.
3.2. Top-downmodulation
A cell becomes subliminally active if it receives only a
large top-down expectation input. Such a top-down modulatory, or priming, signal can sensitize the cell, and thereby
prepare it to react more quickly and vigorously to subsequent bottom-up inputs that match the top-down prime. But
the top-down prime, by itself, cannot generate output signals
from the cell.

3.3. Match
A cell's activity can be driven, and even amplified, by
large convergentbottom-upand top-downinputs.
3.4. Mismatch
A cell's activity is suppressed,even if it receives a large
bottom-up input, if it also receives only a small, or zero,
top-down expectation input.
Recent data analyses suggested that variants of the
simplest circuit, a top-down on-center off-surround
network, realizes the ART Matching Rule in the brain
[39] (Fig. 1). When only bottom-up signals are active in
this circuit, all cells can fire that receive large enough inputs.
When only top-down attention is active, cells that receive
inhibition but no excitation can get strongly inhibited,
while cells that receive a combination of excitation and
inhibition can get at most subliminally activated due to
the balance between excitation and inhibition. When
bottom-up and top-down inputs match (pathway 2 in Fig.
I C), the two excitatory sources of excitation (bottom-up and
top-down) that converge at the cell can overwhelm the one
inhibitory source; it is a case of 'two-against-one'. When
bottom-up and top-down inputs mismatch (pathway I in
Fig. I C), the top-down inhibition can neutralize the
bottom-up excitation; it is a case of 'one-against-one'.
One of the present model's accomplishments is to show
how the ART Matching Rule is realized by known laminar
cortical interactions.

4. Attention is modulatory
The ART Matching Rule predicted that top-down
attentionaccomplishesmodulatorypriming and matching.
By itself, it cannot supraliminally activate cells, thereby
enablingthem to generateoutput signals.Data compatible
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Fig. 1. (A) Patternsof activation,or short-tennmemory(STM), on a lower
processinglevel sendbottom-upsignalsto a higherprocessinglevel. These
signals are multiplied by adaptiveweights,or learnedlong-tenn memory
(LTM) traces, which influence the activation of the cells at the higher
processinglevel. Theselatter cells, in turn, activatetop-townexpectation
signals that are also multiplied by learnedLTM traces.Thesetop-down
expectationsarematchedagainstthe STM patternthat is activeat thelower
level. (B) This matchingprocesses
confinnsandamplifiesSTM activations
thatare supportedby large L TM tracesin anactive top-downexpectation,
and suppresses
STM activationsthat do not get top-downsupport.The size
of the hernidisks at the end of the top-down pathwaysrepresentsthe
strengthof the learnedLTM trace that is storedin thatpathway. (C) The
ART Matching Rule may berealizedby a top-downon-centeroff-surround
network, as discussedin the text. (Reprintedwith permissionfrom Grossberg [38]).

with this prediction have gradually been reported over the
years. For example, Zeki and Shipp ([100] p. 316) wrote that
'backward connections seem not to excite cells in lower
areas,but instead influence the way they respond to stimuli'.
Likewise, the data of Sillito et al. ([88] pp. 479-482) on
attentional feedback from VI to LGN led them to conclude
that "the cortico-thalamic input is only strong enough to
exert an effect on those dLGN cells that are additionally
polarized by their retinal input.. .the feedback circuit
searches for correlations that support the 'hypothesis'
represented by a particular pattern of cortical activity".
Their experiments demonstrated all of the properties of
the ART Matching Rule, since they found in addition
that 'cortically induced correlation of relay cell activity
produces coherent firing in those groups of relay cells
with receptive-field alignments appropriate to signal the
particular orientation of the moving contour to the
cortex.. .this increases the gain of the input for feature-

linked eventsdetectedby the cortex'. In other words, topdown priming, by itself, cannot fully activate LGN cells;
it needsmatched bottom-up retinal inputs to do so; and
those LGN cells whose bottom-upsignals supportcortical
activity getsynchronizedandamplified by this feedback.In
addition,anatomicalstudieshave shownthat the top-down
VI to LGN pathway realizes a top-down on-centeroffsurround network. Data that more directly support the
predicted cortical substrateof the ART Matching Rule
will be summarizedbelow as soonas the proposedcircuit
is identified.
5. How to stabilize cortical developmentand learning
The above discussion suggests that suitable top-down
mechanisms should be present in every cortical area wherein
self-stabilizing learning can occur, since without top-down
learned expectations that focus attention via the ART
Matching Rule, any such learned memories could easily
be degraded due to catastrophic forgetting.
These analyses should, then, apply to the perceptual
grouping process, because the cortical horizontal connections that support perceptual grouping in cortical areas
like VI develop through a learning process that is influenced
by visual experience; e.g., Antonini and Stryker [2],
Callaway and Katz [10], LOwel and Singer [63]. It is also
known that many developmental and learning processes,
including those that control horizontal cortical connections,
are stabilized dynamically, and can be reactivated by lesions
and other sources of cortical imbalance [17,30]. Moreover,
adult leaming often seemsto use the same types of mechanisms as the infant developmental processes upon which it
builds [55]. What cortical mechanisms ensure this type of
dynamical stability?
This is a particularly challenging problem for perceptual
groupings because they can generate suprathreshold
responses over positions that do not receive bottom-up
inputs. They therefore seem to violate the ART Matching
Rule. How, then, can the horizontal connections that generate perceptual groupings maintain themselves in a stable
way? Why are they not washed away whenever an illusory
contour grouping forms over positions which do not receive
a bottom-up input? The LAMINART model proposes an
answer to this question that clarifies how attention, perceptual grouping, development, and perceptual learning are
realized by the laminar circuits of visual cortex.

6. Preattentive mechanismsof perceptual grouping
Four circuit propertiessummarizethis proposal of how
the Visualcortex,notablyareasVI and V2, usesits laminar
design to generate coherent perceptual groupings that
maintain their analog sensitivity to environmentalinputs,
the so-calledpropertyof analogcoherence.Four additional
circuit propertieswill then be summarizedwhereby ART
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Bottom-up inputs from the retina go through the
Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) on their way to
cortex. LGN outputs directly excite layer 4 [4,22]. LGN
inputs also excite layer 6 [4], which then indirectly
influenceslayer 4 via an on-centeroff-surround network
of cells [1,9,67,91],as in Fig. 2A. The net effect of LGN
inputs on layer 4 cells is thus via an on-centeroff-surround
network. Such a feedforward on-center off-surround
network of cells can preservethe analog sensitivity of,
and normalize,the activities of target cells if thesecells
obey the membrane equations of neurophysiology
[19,34]. This network preservesthe analog sensitivity of
layer 4 cells in responseto LGN inputs that may vary
greatly in intensity
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6.2. Bipole boundarygrouping
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Fig. 2. A model circuit of retinal, lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and
cortical VI interactions: Open symbols indicate excitatory interactions and
closed symbols inhibitory interactions. (A) Feedforward circuit from retina
to LGN to cortical layers 4 and 6: Retina: Retinal ON cells have an oncenter off-sUlTound organization. Retinal OFF cells have an off-center onsUlToundorganization. LGN: The LGN ON and OFF cells receive feedforward ON and OFF cell inputs from the retina. Layer 4: Layer 4 cells receive
feedforward inputs from LGN and layer 6. LGN ON and OFF cell excitatory inputs to layer 4 directly establish oriented simple cell receptive fields.
Layer 6 cells excite layer 4 cells with a narrow on-center and inhibit them
using inhibitory intemeurons that span a broader Off-sUlTound, which
includes cells in the on-center (not shown). Like-oriented layer 4 simple
cells with opposite contrast polarities compete (not shown) before generating half-wave rectified outputs that converge on layer 2/3 pyramidal
(complex) cells. Layer 2/3: The converging simple cell outputs enable
complex cells to respond to both polarities. They hereby full-wave rectify
the image. (B) Horizontal grouping interactions in layer 2/3: After being
activated by inputs from layer 4, layer 2/3 pyramidal (complex) cells excite
each other monosynaptically via horizontal connections, primarily on their
apical dendrites. They also inhibit one another via disynaptic inhibition that
is mediated by model smooth stellate cells. Multiple horizontal connections
share a common pool of stellate cells near each target pyramidal cell. This
ensures that boundaries form inwardly between pairs or greater numbers of
boundary inducers, but not outwardly from a single inducer. (C) Cortical
feedback loop from Layer 2/3 to Layer 6: Layer 6 cells receive excitatory
inputs from layer 2/3. The long-range cooperation hereby engages the
feedforward layer 6-t0-4 on-center off-sUlTound network, which then reactivates layer 2/3 cells. This 'folded feedback' loop can select winning
groupings without a loss of analog coherence. (D) Outputs from layer 2/3
to area V2 directly excite layer 4 cells and layer 6 cells, which indirectly
influence layer 4 cells via an on-center off-sUlTound network, as in areaVI.
[Reprinted with pernJission from Grossberg [38].]

principles of attention, development, and learning are integrated into this laminar design. Each of these design
constraints is supported by neurophysiological, anatomical,
and psychophysical data.

The active layer 4 cells input to pyramidal cells in layer
2/3 [11,25]. These cells initiate the formation of perceptual
groupings. They generate excitatory signals among
themselves using monsynaptic long-range horizontal
connections, and inhibition using short-range disynaptic
inhibitory connections, as in Fig. 2B. These interactions
are predicted to support inward perceptual groupings
between two or more boundary inducers, as in the case of
illusory contours, but not outward groupings from a single
inducer, which would fill the visual field with spurious
groupings.
These grouping properties may be ensured as follows:
when a single active pyramidal cell sends horizontal monosynaptic excitation to other pyramidal cells, it also generates
a similar amount of disynaptic inhibition, thereby canceling
its own excitation at other pyramidal cells; this is another
case of 'one-against-one'. It has been shown in model simulations that such an approximate balance between excitation
and inhibition is needed to stabilize the growth of developing horizontal connections [51]. A different result obtains
when two or more pyramidal cells are activated at positions
that are located at opposite sides of a target pyramidal cell,
and all the cells are approximately collinear across space.
Then the excitation from the active pyramidal cells
summates at the target cell, thereby generating a larger
total excitatory input than a single pyramidal cell could.
These active cells also excite a single population of
disynaptic inhibitory intemeurons, which generates a saturating, or normalized, inhibitory output to the target cell.
Thus excitation is bigger than inhibition in this case, so
that grouping can occur; it is another case of 'two-againstone'. This combination of constraints is called the bipole
property.Layer 2/3 pyramidal cells may hereby become
active either due to direct inputs from layer 4, or due to
bipole boundary groupings that form in response to other
active layer 2/3 cells.
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layer 4 to the less active groupings in layer 2/3 are
removed, and thus these groupings collapse.
6.4. Self-similarhierarchical boundaryprocessing

Fig. 3. (A) Top-downcorticogeniculatefeedbackfrom Layer 6: LON ON
andOFFcells receive topographicexcitatoryfeedbackfrom layer 6 in VI,
andmorebroadly distributedinhibitory feedbackvia LON inhibitory interneuronsthat are excited by layer 6 signals. The feedbacksignals pool
outputsover all cortical orientationsand are deliveredequally to ON and
OFF cells. Cortiogeniculatefeedbackselects,gain-controls,and synchronizes LON cells thatare consistentwith the cortical activation that they
cause,therebyacting like a type of automaticattentionalfocus. (B) Attentional feedbackfrom V2 to VI: Layer6in V2 activateslayer6 in VI, which
then activatesthe layer 6-to-4 on-centeroff-surroundnetwork that attentionally primeslayer4 cells. (C) Onefeedbackpathwayarisesfrom Layer 6
cells in V2 andactivatesapicaldendritesin Layer I of VI. Cells in Layer 5
are activatedthroughtheseapical dendritesand thereuponactivateLayer
6 cells. Layer 6 in V2 canalsomodulatelayer 2/3 of VI by activatinglayer
1 dendritesof both excitatoryand inhibitory cells in layer 2/3. [Reprinted
with permissionfrom Grossberg[38].]

Convergingevidence suggeststhat area V2 replicates
aspectsof the structureof area VI, but at a larger spatial
scale.Thus layer 2/3 in areaVI sendsbottom-upinputs to
layers 4 and 6 of area V2, much as LGN sendsbottom-up
inputs to layers 4 and 6 of areaVI [21,96], as in Fig. 2D.
This input patternfrom VI to V2 can preservethe analog
sensitivityof layer 4 cells in V2 for the samereasonthat the
LGN inputs to VI can preservethe analog sensitivity of
layer 4 cells in VI. The shorter perceptualgroupings in
layer2/3 of areaVI [33,81]areproposedto grouptogether,
and enhancethe signal-to-noiseratio of, nearbyVI cells
with similar orientationand disparityselectivity.The longer
perceptualgroupings in area V2 [75,97] are proposedto
build long-range boundary segmentationsthat separate
figure-from-background;generate 3-D groupings of the
edges,textures, shading,and stereo information that go
into objectrepresentations;
andcompleteboundariesacross
gapsin bottom-upsignalsdue to the retinal blind spotand
veins [35,60].

6.3. Foldedfeedbackand analog coherence

7. Attention,development,
and learning

Active cells in layer 2/3 can fonn groupings on their own
in response to unambiguous visual inputs. Thus some
groupings can fonn quickly and in an approximately
feedforward way; Thorpe, Fize, and Marlot [92]. In
response to scenes wherein multiple groupings can fonn
in layer 2/3, but only a few of them are correct, intracortical
feedback helps to select the strongest grouping, and also
binds its cells together in a coherent and synchronous
way. This feedback is proposed to occur as follows: active
layer 2/3 cells send excitatory feedback to layer 6 [5,58],
say via layer 5, as in Fig. 2C. Layer 6 then activates the
on-center off-surround network from layer 6-4. This
feedback process is called folded feedback, because
feedback signals from layer 2/3 to layer 6 get transmitted
in a feedforward fashion back to layer 4. The feedback is
hereby 'folded' back into the feedforward flow of bottom-up
infonnation within the laminar cortical circuits.
Folded feedback turns the cortex into a feedback
network that binds the cells throughout layers 2/3, 4,
and 6 into functional columns [71]. The on-center offsurround network now helps to select the strongest
groupings that are fonned in layer 2/3 and to inhibit
weaker groupings, while preserving the analog values
of the selected groupings. In particular, the on-center
signals from layer 6-to-4 support the activities of
those pyramidal cells in layer 2/3 that are part of the
strongest horizontal groupings. The off-surround signals
can inhibit inputs to layer 4 that were supporting less
active groupings in layer 2/3. In this way, signals from

The following four circuit properties are proposed to
integratetop-down attentioninto the preattentivegrouping

process.
7.1. Top-downfeedbackfrom V1 to LGN
As noted above, layer 6 of area VI sendsa top-down
on-centeroff-surroundnetworkto the LGN, as in Fig. 3A.
This top-downpathwayautomatically'focusesattention' on
thoseLGN cells whoseactivities succeedin activating VI
cells. Data of Sillito et al. [88] are compatible with the
hypothesis that this feedbackobeys the ART Matching
Rule,and thus can only subliminally activate,or modulate,
LGN cells. Matchedbottom-upinputs are neededto supraliminally activate LGN cells while top-down signals are
active. This process is predicted to help stabilize the
developmentof receptivefields in VI, including disparitytuned complexcells,during the visual critical period.
7.2. Foldedfeedbackfrom layer 6 of V2 to Layer 4 of Vi
A similar top-down process seemsto occur at all stagesof
visual cortex, and probably beyond. Layer 6 in a given
cortical area, such as V2, generates top-down cortical
signals to layer 6 of lower cortical areas, such as VI,
where they activate the layer 6-to-4 folded feedback
network in the lower area (Fig. 3B). One such known topdown pathway exits layer 6 in V2 and activates VI via layer
I [83], then layer 5, then layer 6 [29,65], as in Fig. 3C. Topdown feedback can hereby activate a top-down on-center
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activatedbottom-upby visualinputs: It can stronglyinhibit
activitiesof layer4 cells whoselayer2/3 cell projectionsare
not boundinto stronggroupings,and amplify the strongest
groupingsuntil they canresonate.In particular,higher-level
influencessuchasfigure-ground separationor evenleamed
objectprototypesfrom still higher cortical areascan hereby
bias the cortexto selectconsistentgroupingsat lower corticallevels. In this way, automaticearly vision filtering, 3-D
boundaryand surfaceprocessing,and higher-orderknowledgeconstraintscan mutually influenceone another.
7.4. Two bottom-upinput sourcesto layer 4

Fig. 4. A model synthesis of bottom-up, top-down, and horizontal interactions in LGN, VI, and V2. Cells and connections with open symbols denote
preattentive excitatory mechanisms that are involved in perceptual grouping. Closed symbols denote inhibitory mechanisms. Gray denotes top-down
attentional mechanisms. [Reprinted with pennission from Grossberg [38].]

off-surround circuit, as required by the ART Matching Rule.
Intercortical attention is hereby suggested to use outputs
from layer 6 of a given cortical area to activate layer 4 of
a lower cortical area via layer 6-to-4 folded feedback.

7.3. Layer 6-to-4 signalsare modulatory
The ART Matching Rule predicts that this top-down
pathway modulates, or subliminally activates, cells in
layer 4. This modulatory property is predicted to be due to
the fact that the excitatory and inhibitory signals within the
on-center from layer 6-to-4 are approximately balanced, so
that at most a weak excitatory effect occurs after activating
the circuit via top-down feedback. Consistent data show that
'feedback connections from area V2 modulate but do not
create center-surround interactions in VI neurons' ([54] p.
1031) and that top-down connections have an on-center
off-surround organization [8]. This prediction is also consistent with data showing that layer 4 EPSPselicited by layer 6
stimulation are much weaker than those caused by stimulation of LGN axons or of neighboring layer 4 sites [91], and
with data showing that binocular layer 6 neurons synapse
onto monocular layer 4 cells of both eye types without
reducing these cells' monocularity ([9] p. 56). Grossberg
and Williamson [51] have modeled how such an
approximate balance between excitation and inhibition can
develop and that it is needed to achieve stable development
of interlaminar 6-to-4 connections.
Although it is modulatory, this top-down circuit can have
a major effect on cortical cell activations when the cortex is

A simple functional explanation can now be given of a
cortical design constraint which could otherwise seemquite
mysterious; namely, why there are direct bottom-up inputs
to layer 4, as well as indirect bottom-up inputs to layer 4 via
layer 6 (Fig. 2A and D). Why are not these two separate
input pathways redundant? In particular, why is not the
indirect layer 6-to-4 pathway sufficient to fully activate
layer 4 cells and to maintain their analog sensitivity using
its on-center off-surround network? The proposed explanation is that the indirect layer 6-to-4 inputs need to be modulatory to preserve the stability of cortical development and
learning. Direct inputs to layer 4 are therefore needed to
supraliminally activate layer 4 cells.
Taken together, these eight cortical design principles lead
to the circuit diagram in Fig. 4 for perceptual grouping,
attention, and learning within and between areas LGN,
VI, and V2. The generality of the grouping, attentional,
developmental, and learning constraints which lead to this
design poses the intriguing possibility that the same cortical
circuits may explain data at multiple levels and modalities
of neocortical sensory and cognitive processing.

8. The preattentive perceptual grouping is its own
attentional prime
These circuit constraints suggest how the horizontal
connections within cortical area V I and V2 can develop
and learn stably in responseto visual inputs, thereby proposing the following solution to the attention-preattention
interface problem: Both preattentive perceptual groupings
within VI and attentive feedback from V2 to VI generate
feedback signals to layer 6 of VI. Both types of feedback
activate the folded feedback circuit from layer 6-to-4. Topdown attention uses this circuit to focus attention within VI
by inhibiting layer 4 cells that are not supported by excitatory 6-to-4 feedback. Perceptual groupings use it to select
the correct grouping by inhibiting layer 4 cells that would
otherwise form incorrect groupings. In both cases, folded
feedback prevents the wrong combinations of cells in layers
4 and 2/3 from being active simultaneously. In the adult, this
selection process defines perceptual grouping properties. In
the infant, and also during adult perceptual learning, it is
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Fig. 5. The effect of attention on competition between visual stimuli. (a, b, c). Visual stimuli used in the experimental paradigm of Reynolds et al. [82]: (a) a
target stimulus, presented on its own elicits strong neural activity. (b) When a second distractor stimulus is presented nearby, it competes against the target, and
activity is reduced. (c) Directing spatial attention to the location of the target stimulus protects the target from this competition, and restores neural activity to
the levels elicited by the target on its own. (d) Data adapted with permission from Reynolds et al. [82]. (e) Model simulation of the data, reproduced with
permission from Grossberg and Raizada [48].

predictedto preventincorrect horizontalconnectionsfrom
being learned,since 'cells that fire togetherwire together'.
The folded feedbackcircuit from layer 6-to-4 gets activated by perceptualgrouping signals from layer 2/3 at all
positionsof the grouping,evenpositionsthatdo not receive
bottom-upinputs.The ART MatchingRule is thus satisfied
at all positions,andthe sourceof the 'top-downexpectation'
is the perceptual grouping itself. In summary,the preattentiveperceptual grouping is its own attentionalprime
becauseit canusethe modulatory6-to-4 selectioncircuit to
stabilizeits own developmentusing intra cortical feedback,
evenbefore attentionalinter cortical feedbackcan develop.
This sharingof the layer 6-to-4 selectioncircuit by both
grouping and attentionclarifies how attentioncan bias the
selection of which grouping will be perceived in an unambiguoussituation. It can also explain macaqueVI data
abouthow attentioncanpropagatealonga boundarygrouping and thereby selectivelyprime an object representation
[84], which the model simulatedin Grossbergand Raizada
[48].

9. A unified explanation of developmental,
neurophysiological,and perceptual data
Using the intimate link betweenprocessesof development, grouping, and attention that the model proposes,it
has beenusedto simulateseveraldifferenttypesof developmental, neurophysiological,and perceptual data. For
example, the developmental study of Grossberg and

Williamson [51] simulated the projection range of pyramidal cells in cat striate cortex as a function of age [28]
and the orientation bias in ferret striate cortex as a function
of age [85]. After model development stabilized, it simulated the projection field of adult tree shrew striate cortex
[24], the cortical point spread function in macaque VI [32],
and psychophysical data about the strength of illusory
contours as a function of their support ratio [87] and density
[61], as well as the detection thresholds for Gabor patches as
a function of the distance between collinear flankers [77].
These results supported the hypothesis that the mechanisms
which enable the cortex to develop in a stable way give rise
to adult mechanisms of visual perception. In another study
[44], the model was used to simulate how certain input
patterns can cause illusory contours to form in both
macaque VI and V2 [33] while others, with more widely
separated inducers, can cause illusory contours to form in
V2 but not VI [97]; how horizontal orientations can
compete with a vertical grouping [56]; and how Gestalt
grouping laws may arise.
Grossberg and Raizada [48] and Raizada and Grossberg
[79] have simulated data about how attention can protect
macaque neurons from masking by nearby stimuli [82], as in
Fig. 5; how collinear flanking Gabor stimuli can enhance
the responseof a low-contrast Gabor patch while inhibiting
the response of a high-contrast Gabor patch relative to a
path with no flanking stimuli [76], as in Fig. 6; how attention
can enhance responses along both real and illusory
contours [70,84], as in Fig. 7; and how orientation contrast
can occur in response to a surround with bars oriented

~
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Fig. 6. Contrast-dependent perceptual grouping in primary visual cortex. (a) lliustrative visual stimuli. A variable-contrast oriented Gabor patch stimulates the
classical receptive field with collinear flanking Gabors of fixed high-contrast outside of the classical field. (b) Neural responses recorded from cat VI. The
collinear flankers have a net facilitatory effect on weak targets which are close to the cell's contrast-threshold, but they act to suppress responses to stronger,
above-threshold targets. When the flankers are presented on their own, with no target present, the neural response stays at baseline levels. Reproduced with
permission from Polat et al. [76]. (c) Model simulation of the Polat et al. [76] data. Reproduced with permission from Grossberg and Raizada [48].

perpendicularto a target bar [59], as in Fig. 8. Taken
together, these simulations critically utilize all of the
model mechanisms,and removinganyone of them would
preventthe model from simulatingsomeof the data.

The modelhasnot yet beendevelopedto explain how the
laminarcortical circuits are organizedto perceiveobjectsin
depth,or figure-groundrelationsbetweenmultiple objects.
Neural modelshave beendevelopedto explain substantial
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Model simulation
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Fig. 7. Spread of visual attention along an object boundary grouping. (a) Experimental paradigm of Roelfsema et al. [84]. Macaque monkeys peformed a
curve-tracing task, during which physiological recordings were made in VI. A fixation spot was presented for 300 ms, followed by a target curve and a
distractor curve presented simultaneously. The target was connected at one end to the fixation point. While maintaining fixation, the monkeys had to trade the
target curve, then, after 600 ms, make a saccadeto its endpoint. (b) Neurophysiological data showing attentional enhancement of the firing of a neuron when its
receptive field lay on the target curve, as opposed to the distractor. Enhancement occurs about 200 ms after the initial burst of activity. Further studies have
indicated that the enhancement starts later in distal curve segments far from the fixation point, than it does in proximal segments closer to fixation (Pieter
Roelfsema, personal communication.) This suggests that attentional signals propagate along the length of the target curve. Figures (a) and (b) adapted with
permission from Roelfsema et al. [84]. (c) Model simulation of the data. Reproduced with permission from Grossberg and Raizada [48].
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Fig. 8. Orientation contrast in VI. (a)-(c): Stimuli of the sort used by
Knierim and Van Essen [59]. The neural responses elicited by an isolated
bar are recorded, then compared with responses when the same bar is
embedded either in an iso-orientation or cross-orientation texture surround.
The images shown here are the actual stimuli that were presented to the
model network. (d) Neurophysiological data from macaque VI, adapted
with permission from Knierim and Van Essen [59]. The icons along the xaxis indicate that the stimuli presented were of the sorts shown in (a)-(c).
Both sorts of texture surrounds have a suppressive effect on neural activity,
compared to when the bar is presented on its own, but the orthogonal
surround produces less suppression, thereby making the bar seem to 'pop
out' from the orthogonal background but not from the iso-orientation
surround. (e) Model simulation of the data. Reproduced with permission
from Raizada and Grossberg [79].

data basesin theseareas [35,36,42,43,47,57,68],
but have
not yet clarified what combinationsof identified cells in
prescribed cortical lamina support these perceptual
processes.Research is now ongoing to answer these
questions.

10. Discussion
The neural model presentedhere shows how visual cortex
can implement several types of contextual processing at
once, and also allow them to interact. The model proposes
specific functional roles for known laminar circuits to carry
out the contextual processing, and suggests how attention
and perceptual grouping can interact within this laminar
circuitry to solve the attention-preattention interface
problem.
A number of other cortical models have beendescribed in
the literature, but none of them seemsto meet the challenge
of the attention-preattention interface problem by attempting to emulate cortex's ability to perform attention and
perceptual grouping simultaneously. Whereas the functional
importance of top-down attention is clear, the formation of
illusory contours may at first sight appear to be an almost
epiphenomenal consequence of the seemingly more fundamental process of collinear facilitation. However, illusory

contourscan perform a crucial task which mere facilitation
cannot: They can actively close incomplete boundaries,a
processthat requires that cells with unstimulatedcortical
receptivefields cannonethelessbecomeactive.This boundary closure can guide surface reconstruction,complete
boundariesover visual gaps causedby the blind-spot and
retinal veins,and alsoprovide enhancedinformationfor the
recognitionof partially occludedobjects[35].
Severalothermodelsof collinear groupingin VI produce
facilitation but not illusory contours,and henceare unable
to capture this important aspect of cortical processing
[62,89,90,99].Those models which do implementillusory
contours either leave out any considerationof top-down
cortical feedback[53,98], fail to capturethe on-centeroffsurroundform of attentionby treatingtop-downfeedbackas
havinga purely excitatorymultiplicative effect [73], or treat
'reentrant' feedbacksignals from higher areas 'as if they
were signals from real contours in the peripheryentering
via 4Ca' ([23] p. 3197), thereby creating the risk of
perceptualhallucinations.
Conversely,manymodelsof top-downfeedbackin visual
processing do not implement perceptual grouping
[52,72,74,80,93,95],
thereforeleaving untouchedwhat we
suggestare crucial design constraints which shape the
functional laminar architectureof cortex.
LAMINART modeling results also clarify otherproperties of cortical coding. For example, in responseto unambiguousvisual information, a boundary grouping can
start to form very rapidly in responseto a feedforward
sweepof signalfrom layer 4 to layer2/3. Thusthe existence
of cortical feedbackdoes not preclude fast cortical processing[92]. Intracortical feedbackis predictedto become
increasingly important when multiple groupings of the
image or sceneare possible.Even here,the model's selection of a final grouping can often convergewithin one or
at most a few feedbackcycles betweenlayers 4-2/3-6-4.
Intercortical feedbackmay be neededwhen attentionmust
selectsomecue combinationsover others,basedon higherorder constraints.The model shows how very high-order
constraints can, in principle, modulate even low-order
feature detectorsby propagatingacrossmultiple cortical
regions via their layers 6, without ever fully activating
their groupingsin layer2/3. An openexperimentalquestion
concernswhether and how such a propagatingpriming
effectis attenuatedas a function of the numberof cortical
regions that are traversed.It has also beensimulatedhow
these grouping and attentionalcircuits may rapidly synchronize,and can generatefast synchronizingoscillations
undersomeconditions[41,49].
All of these statementsrequire qualification, however.
For example,visual persistenceis context-dependent,
and
may dependuponpropertiesof stimulus contrastduration,
andcontextualinteractions.Key experimentalpropertiesof
persistence are simulated in the model of Francis,
Grossberg,and Mingolla [26] and Francis and Grossberg
[27]. Different amountsof persistencein different parts
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of a scene may interfere with the synchronous onset of
subsequent groupings across the scene. Another factor
worth considering is the fact that attention-induced
increases in firing rate can propagate along perceptual

.

groupings, thereby selectively enhancing object representations; see monkey data in Roelfsema et al. [84], simulations
in Grossberg and Raizada [48], and Fig. 7. This result shows
that synchronous activation of an object by attention is not
necessary in all cases.
Finally, one needs to emphasize that the discussion above
concerns only processing of visual boundaries within the
interblob stream of visual cortex. It does not consider at
all the processing of surface brightness and color within
the blob stream. Boundary groupings within the interblob
stream are predicted, in the absence of surface featural
information, to be invisible, or amodal. Hence, all of the
results summarized above are relevant only the salience of
boundary groupings, not to the visible perception of the
surfaces which these boundaries enclose. Visibility is
predicted to be a property of surface representations within
the blob stream, with these surfaces arising due to the
filling-in of brightness and color within closed boundary
groupings formed in the interblob stream [35]. Whereas
contour salience and visibility often covary, this is not
always the case: for example, Glass patterns [31] contain
higWy salient concentric contour groupings, but do not
induce any brightness differences that would cause bright
Ehrenstein-like circular surfaces to be visible.
Another limitation of the present model is that it does not
describe how transient responses to changing or moving
stimuli can rapidly attract visual attention. One major pathway for this mechanism is likely to be the Where dorsal
cortical stream. Recent models of motion processing clarify
the key role of these transient responses[3,15], and also how
they can attract visual attention [37].
Because the present model assigns specific functional
roles to many aspects of ortical laminar circuitry, many
testable predictions can be derived from it. Several such
predictions are summarized in Grossberg and Raizada
[48]. A core prediction is that the layer 6-to-4 on-center
should be subthreshold. In the strongest form of this prediction, intracellularly evoked layer 6 activity should modulate,
but not drive, layer 4 spiny stellates and layer 2/3 pyramidals. A weaker form proposes that, if layer 6 can activate
layer 4, then this activation cannot be sufficient to drive
layer 2/3 pyramids. Failure to confirm this prediction
would constitute serious evidence against the model. The
model also predicts that attentional feedback into layer 6,
possibly routed there from layer 1, passesinto this modulatory 6-to-4 on-center to remain subthreshold in the absence
of bottom-up visual input. Thus, it predicts that attentional
elevation of a neuron's baseline firing rate when there is no
stimulus in its receptive field, as observed by Luck et al.
[64], should cause above-threshold activation in layer 6, but
below-threshold activation of layer 4 spiny stellates. The
intimate link between attention and grouping that the
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model proposespredicts that V2 groupings should feed
back into VI through the same pathway as attentional
signals. For example, widely spaced collinear inducers
(like the flankers in the study by Polat et al. [76], should
causeillusory contouractivationin V2layer 2/3,but not VI
layer 2/3, with feedbackfrom this V2 groupingsupraliminally activating VI layer 6 but not 4, just like attentionto
emptyspace.
A related testable prediction concerns the spread of
attentionalong illusory as well as real contourgroupings.
The LAMINART model proposes that measurable
neurophysiologicalcorrelates of such flow should exist
particularly in layer 2/3 of V2, and possibly also of VI.
This could be tested by replicating the Roelfsemaet al.
[84] study, but having the monkeystrace curves madeof
dashedinsteadof solid lines. V2 neuronslying along the
empty parts of the dashedlines should fire as a result of
collinear grouping [97], and we predict that attentionto
the traced curve should be able to enhance such firing,
just as in the casewherethe completecontouris physically
present. It also follows from the model that attentional
enhancement
shouldbe more pronouncedfor low contrast
stimuli, as in the simulationof the data of DeWeerdet al.
[18] in Raizadaand Grossberg[79]. Thus,using low contrast dashedlines should make it easier to observe the
predictedattentionaleffect.
All sensoryand cognitive neocortical areas share key
laminar properties. For example, long-range horizontal
connectionsare knownto occur in manyareasof neocortex,
such as the auditory and languageareas of the human
temporal cortex [86]. It remains to be seenwhether and
how the aboveprinciples of how to achievestable cortical
developmentand learning, to bind together distributed
cortical data througha combinationof bottom-upadaptive
filtering and horizontal association,and to modulate it
with top-downattentionwill generalizeto theseothercortical areas. Neural models of visual object recognition
[6,12,14,39,50],visual motion perception [15,16,45],and
of auditoryand speechperception[39,40,46],among other
competences,
have beendevelopedin which ART mechanisms playa key role. It remainsto be seenhow suchART
mechanismsare specializedwithin the laminar circuits of
other cortical areas to realize a variety of intelligent
behaviors.
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